A DATE/LOCATION: 26 March 72/2346E/Freedom Deal

B. TYPE REPORT: Downed Jolly Green E

PACAP CP reports as follows: 7AF CP advised that at 2346E "Green" aircraft is down in Freedom Deal area. Details will

27/0230E, 3 AFRGq, Tan Son Nhat AB, msg 270615Z Mar 72, up
HH-53, tail number 359, completed an air refueling with KI
Tanker after completing the A/R contact was lost and not x
HH-53, number 358, also in area is now reported over crash

27/0430E, MAC CP updates: HH-53 assigned to 40th Air Resc
Recovery Sqdn, NKP AB, Thailand. There were five crewmem
board and SAR is in progress. The helicopter crashed 50 n
miles northeast of Stung Treng, Cambodia. At 27/0510E, MA
reports helicopter has been located and last report held
fire. No sight of crew members. SAR is continuing. (jpj)
270615 270615
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H. LOSS OF HH-53 HELICOPTER FT-10359
H1. VOICE REPORT FROM 7TH AF COMMAND POST AT 27/0446Z AND JOKER AT DS/52
H2. 27/04/02/MARCH 1972
H3. N/A
H4. HH-53 TAIL NUMBER 359 COMPLETED AN AIR REFUELING WITH KING 21 C130 TANKER AT DS/52 AFTER COMPLETING THE AIR CONTACT WAS LOST AND NOT RE-ESTABLISHED. HH-53 NUMBER 358 ALSO IN AREA IS NOW REPORTED ON CRASH SITE AT XA 776D.
Z. NONE

BT

IMMEDIATE

MDA 001900

(2) TIME DOWN/LOST 27/0450Z MAR 72 AT
24364/10648E
(3) TOT: N/A
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E. AIRCREW IDENTIFICATION/STATUS:
(1) NAME: PANNAPACKER DAVID J. POSITION: AIRCRAFT COMMANDER
(2) GRADE: CAPT (3) DATA... GIVE SUPPLY
(4) ORGANIZATION: 40 ARRS (5) STATION: NKP RTAFB
(6) STATUS: NOT RECOVERED YET
(7) NUMBER MONTHS IN COMBAT ZONE 4. NUMBER COMBAT MISSIONS 41

(1) NAME: CO PILOT
(2) GRADE: CAPT (3) DATA...
(4) ORGANIZATION: 40 ARRS (5) STATION: NKP RTAFB
(6) STATUS: NOT RECOVERED YET
(7) NUMBER MONTHS IN COMBAT ZONE 4. NUMBER COMBAT MISSIONS 35

F. MISSION/TARGET INFORMATION:
(1) TYPE MISSION: SAR-E
(2) TYPE TARGET: N/A FAC CONTROLLED/ N/A
FAC CALL SIGN: N/A
(3) TARGET LOCATION BY LATITUDE/LONGITUDE: N/A
(4) TARGET WEATHER: N/A
(5) TARGET AREA DEFENSES ENCOUNTERED: UNKNOWN
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(6) ECH ENVIRONMENT IN TARGET AREA: UNKNOWN
G. TACTICS:
(1) CAUSE OF LOSS WAS: UNKNOWN
(2) ALTITUDE (AGL) WHEN HIT: UNKNOWN
(3) ALTITUDE WHEN HIT: UNKNOWN
(4) SPEED WHEN HIT: UNKNOWN KNOTS
(5) BASIC MANEUVER OR WEAPONS DELIVERY: UNKNOWN
(6) PASS NUMBER WHEN HIT: 0 PREVIOUS NUMBER OF PASSES ON SAME TARGET BY OTHER ACFT OF SAME FLIT WAS 3 BY OTHER ACFT WITHIN 30 MINUTES
(7) EFFECT OF TGT AREA DEFENSE ON TACTICS WAS UNKNOWN
(7) EFFECT OF TGT VX ON TACTICS WAS UNKNOWN
(8) EFFECT OF RULES OF ENGAGEMENT ON TACTICS WAS UNKNOWN
(9) WASPONS CARRIED WHEN HIT 3-7.62 KINI GUNS

FLASHER
IMMEDIATE

MD A 00190 D3 087 00159

5-M-16 5-38 CAL ALL OPR.
(1) DISPOSITION OF ORDNANCE DELIVERED ON TGT WAS N/A
(2) ORDNANCE BEING DELIVERED WHEN HIT: N/A
(3) RELEVANT COMMUNICATIONS FROM CREW MEMBERS NOT
RECOVERED: NO COMMUNICATIONS WITH CREW MEMBERS
N. RESCUE INFORMATION:
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(1) CHUTE OBSERVED: YES BEEPER SIGNAL: NO
(2) VOICE CONTACT ESTABLISHED: NO
(3) ENVIRONMENT AT RESCUE SITE: UNKNOWN
(4) AGENCY DIRECTING SAR: KING 21
(5) EXTENT OF SAR EFFORT: UNKNOWN
(6) RECOVERY WAS MADE AT N/A 2 BY
ADDITIONAL CREW MEMBERS: NONE RECOVERED YET.
MANOS JAMES SET HELICOPTER MECHANIC SN NR DATA
4 MONTHS IN COMBAT ZONE IN COMBAT MISSIONS
CREW: RAYMOND J. JR. LIC PARARESCUE SNNR DATA
11 MONTHS IN COMBAT ZONE IN COMBAT MISSIONS
NAME: PARARESCUE SNNR DATA
2 MONTHS IN COMBAT ZONE IN COMBAT MISSIONS
REMARKS: MORE INFORMATION WILL BE SENT
AS IT BECOMES AVAILABLE.

O3P 3
#5794

NNNN

OFT52 YUV RUMORE A5794 0870735 --RUHFM0.

O P 270735Z MAR 72
FM 56 SPW PK NKP APRU THAI
TO RUMABA/PACAF D/TH
FUMH56/7AF T/SN AFLD RVN
FUEFLY/VC1AF
RUMSRA/711AF DO UDORN AFLD THAI
RMSHVA/COMUSMACV
RMSHVA/NAHC
RMSHVA/MAVF CC
RUMBA/PACAF 366 TF 5 DOI DANANG AFLD RVN
INFO RUVJABA/OIR OF AEROSP SAFETY AFAS NORTON AFB CALIF
RUMOKA/PACAF 338 TF 6 CP KORAT RTAFBTHAI
RUVCA/AGAF 50 AL MAXELL AFB ALA
RUEJ/AFAG 508 FT RITCHIE MD
RUSCA/AFAG 13 AF CP CLARK AB PI
RUMUJ/AFAG 329 TF CP UDORN RTAFB THAI
RUMUJ/AFAG 635 TF CP UDORN RTAFB THAI
RUMUJ/AFAG 635 CC UTABAO RTAFB THAI
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5: SPW PKG TUCD-CP/LOGREP 00S REFERENCE
-00REP 3 VOICREP/3 ARRG/SAIN/47/06/1972/MAR 72
00REP 3 Pinnacle/3 ARRG/SAIN/47/06/1972/MAR 72
LOGREP
A. THIS IS INITIAL LOGREP.
B. COMBAT LOSS.
C. AIRCRAFT IDENTIFICATION:
(1) MODEL/TYPE/ SERIES: HH60G
(2) ACFT SERIAL NUMBER: 88/10359
(3) MISSION NUMBER: ESCORT
(4) CALL SIGN: JOLLY GREEN, NUMBER 61 IN A FLT
OF THREE
(5) OPERATIONAL BASE: NAKHON PHANOM RTAFB THAI
(6) AIRCRAFT ASSIGNMENT: PACAF 7AF/3ARRG/40 ARR
(7) UNIT IDENTIFICATION CODE (UIC) 56 SPW
D. TIME/LOCATION OF LOSS:
(1) TIME OF HIT: UNKNOWN
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INQUIRY RE: LOCATIONS AND ASSISTANCE IN MAKING NOTIFICATIONS.

A. NAME

B. AGE

C. SEX

D. OTHER

E. DATE OF DECISION

F. LOCATION

G. EMPLOYER

H. DECISION RE: LOAN TO

I. MARITAL STATUS

J. EDUCATION

K. OCCUPATION

L. EMPLOYER

M. EMPLOYER

N. EMPLOYER

O. EMPLOYER

P. EMPLOYER

Q. EMPLOYER

R. EMPLOYER

S. EMPLOYER

T. EMPLOYER

U. EMPLOYER

V. EMPLOYER

W. EMPLOYER

X. EMPLOYER

Y. EMPLOYER

Z. EMPLOYER

TO: NAME

FROM: NAME

DATE: NAME

PLACE OF OCCURRENCE:

DESCRIPTION:

DATE:

LOCATION:

CONTACT PERSON:

CONTACT PHONE:

CONTACT EMAIL:

NOTE:
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SUBJ: CASUALTY RPT; INITIAL MISSING IN ACTION RPT; BATTLE;
A. PARNABECKER, CAPTAIN; DAVID ERIC;
B. SCAPTKIN;
C. 161-30-379858 REPEAT 161-30-379858 FR; REGULAR AIR
IMMEDIATE

PT 60091
OTTSZYUK KUWOREAS 0871011

0 271000Z MAR 72 2FF-1
FM 56 CSSP KKP APRT THAI
TO KUEPP-3/CSSP LGSC

RUMTF/AFMPC DPSC RANDOLPH AFB TEX
INFO ROHRMADIA/DPC/AFSC DPSP
ROHRMADIA/HAC CSSP

RUMTF/AFMPC DPSC RANDOLPH AFB TEX
INFO ROHRMADIA/DPC/AFSC DPSP
ROHRMADIA/HAC CSSP

RUMTF/AFMPC DPSC RANDOLPH AFB TEX
INFO ROHRMADIA/DPC/AFSC DPSP
ROHRMADIA/HAC CSSP

My GPHS 27096Z MAR 72.
A. PANNABECKER REPEAT PANNABECKER, DAVID ERIC
B. Captains
C. 14 Degrees 05 Minutes North, 165 Minutes 33 Minutes East.

B.T.

NNNNN
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PANNABECKER REPEAT PANNABECKER, DAVID ERIC

B.T.
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REASCON OPENING PROGRESS REPORT 27 MAR 72
1. 1155T12 NUMBER 8-3-524 27 MAR 72
2. SITUATION DETERIORATING 27 MAR 72
3. A. DESCRIPTION OF BAR OBJECTIVE
B. DESCRIPTION OF BAR OBJECTIVE
C. ACTIONS TAKEN
D. REASCON REASCON

PANNABECKER REPEAT PANNABECKER, DAVID ERIC

B.T.